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Abstract: Digital photography became widespread with the global use of smart-
phones. However, most of the captured images do not fully use the camera capa-
bilities by storing the captured photos in a format with limited dynamic range.
The subject of dynamic range expansion and reconstruction has been researched
since early 2000s and recently gave rise to several new reconstruction methods
using convolutional neural networks (CNNs), whose performance has not yet been
comprehensively compared.
By implementing and using our dynamic range reconstruction evaluation frame-
work we compare the reconstruction quality of individual CNN-based approaches.
We also implement a mobile HDR camera application and evaluate the feasibil-
ity of running “the best-performing reconstruction method” directly on a mobile
device.
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Digital cameras have become ubiquitous during the past few years, yet the ma-
jority of taken photographs does not fully use the camera capabilities. While
the resolution and color accuracy reproduction have been improving, the cap-
tured image brightness still lacks the dynamic range of the original scene. This
distortion is caused by hardware limitations such as sensor sensitivity and satu-
ration and more importantly by the camera software processing the image data
from the sensor and transforming the measured pixel values into low dynamic
range (8 bits per channel) and usually storing the result in a lossy format such
as JPEG File Interchange Format. The process of reduction of dynamic range is
called tone mapping; the complete transformation, which maps incoming lumi-
nance range to 8 bits to be stored, is called the camera response function. It clips
low-luminance values (not measurable by the sensor) to zero and high-luminance
values (i.e. when sensor saturation occurs) to 255. The mapping of the intermedi-
ary luminance values can be any monotonically increasing function of luminance
- determined by the camera manufacturer.
High dynamic range (or HDR) images contain more per-pixel information –
pixel values are stored with higher precision and are from higher range of val-
ues, usually linearly representing the incoming luminance. This additional in-
formation can be used in image post-production, allowing exposure fine-tuning
or emphasizing details in shadowy areas, and even for viewing, as high dynamic
range displays become widely available. Apart from normal photography pro-
ducing “framed rectangle” images, the need for HDR images extends to spherical
panoramas, which capture the whole 360 deg of azimuth and 180 deg of elevation,
used as environment maps for computer games or image-based lighting for offline
rendering.
High dynamic range images can be captured with regular low dynamic range
(or LDR) camera by taking multiple photos with different exposures, e.g. by
varying the exposure time, where each exposure captures part of the scene’s dy-
namic range, which contains details in scene’s highlights or shadows, and merging
the resulting images. While many cameras support taking an “HDR” image using
multiple exposures, especially in smartphones the software often stores the merged
image in an LDR format, reducing the captured dynamic range. Although many
alternative camera applications offering true HDR image capture are available
in the Apple App Store, none of them seems to be open-sourced, which makes
mobile HDR photography inaccessible to researchers without previous experience
with iOS application development.
Recently several advanced approaches for HDR image reconstruction from a
single exposure LDR image have been published. These approaches use deep
convolutional neural network to estimate the image areas, which were distorted
when capturing the LDR photo. The performance of these approaches needs to
be measured and suitability for practical applications needs to be evaluated.
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Goals
In this thesis, we focus on evaluation of methods for expanding the dynamic
range of LDR images using deep convolutional neural networks with emphasis
on spherical panorama images. We implement a pipeline to automatically reduce
the dynamic range of an original (ground truth) HDR image, run several HDR
reconstruction algorithms, measure error metrics comparing the reconstruction
to the ground truth image and to present the results in both user-interactive and
machine-readable formats.
We also present an implementation of a mobile application for capturing the
highest possible dynamic range of a scene and evaluate the feasibility of using
a dynamic range enhancement algorithm to recover details in the image areas,
which cannot be captured by the camera, directly on the device.
This application’s source code will be released along with the HDR reconstruc-
tion evaluation pipeline code under a permissive license, allowing easy experimen-
tation with HDR image capture and reconstruction algorithms evaluation.
Results (preliminary)
See Figure 1 for an example output of the HDR reconstruction evaluation pipeline
and the implemented application’s GUI on Figure 2.
Thesis outline
In the first chapter (Related work) we explore existing approaches to HDR image
capture and reconstruction.
The second chapter (High dynamic range reconstruction evaluation frame-
work) describes the design and implementation of the HDR reconstruction eval-
uation pipeline.
The third chapter (HDR camera application) presents the design of an HDR
capture pipeline with optional artificial dynamic range enhancement and de-
scribes the obstacles that needed to be overcome for a working implementation
on a mobile device.
The fourth chapter (Results) compares the performance of three HDR re-
construction approaches based on deep learning using the HDR reconstruction
evaluation pipeline and compares photos taken with the implemented HDR cam-
era application with other camera applications’ results.
The last chapter (Conclusion and future work) summarizes the achieved re-
sults and presents possible future expansion of this work.
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Figure 1: Preview of the HDR reconstruction evaluation pipeline results: RMSE
and SSIM error metrics for each reconstruction method.
Figure 2: Camera GUI: capture settings.
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1. Related work
1.1 HDR image reconstruction
The HDR to LDR transformation (tone mapping) loses image data by reducing
the range and precision of pixel values, therefore there is no “correct” inverse
transformation. But there are approaches to approximate or simulate the original
luminance values, essentially attempting to find an inverse tone mapping function
by making assumptions about the tone mapping function.
1.1.1 Global expansion methods
Global expansion methods do not attempt to reconstruct any missing data, they
only expand the luminance range by applying a global (spatially constant) per-
pixel function.
These approaches are based on relatively simple ideas, which are easy to
implement and computationally non-demanding to execute. This makes them
suitable for hardware with limited computation power and when low latency is
desirable, such as in HDR displays with LDR inputs.
The simple global dynamic range expansion introduces/amplifies banding or
quantization artifacts, which some of the approaches try to reduce.
One of the first dynamic range expansion approaches is outlined by [Landis,
2002] expanding the dynamic range of an environment map using exponentiation –
raising luminance values in selected range to a constant power. While this method
may be used to boost the highlights, it disregards any introduced artifacts.
Another method described by [Akyüz et al., 2007] consists of linearization
of the pixel values (gamma correction) followed by linear scaling to match the
required output range. Despite the simplicity of this approach, according to the
authors’ psychophysical experiment, this reconstruction method was preferred
by most of the test subjects, compared to non-linear dynamic range expansion
methods.
[Meylan et al., 2006] focuses on re-rendering of LDR images for displaying
on HDR displays. The global inverse tone mapping function is piecewise linear
with steeper slope for high input values, leading to greater expansion of specular
highlights. To reduce artifacts caused by the non-linearity in the tone mapping
function, the image is blurred around the highlights as a post-processing step.
A recent research by [Masia et al., 2017] shows that “gamma correction, then
linear expansion” can produce good results even for underexposed or overexposed
images when correct γ is used. The authors propose a method for finding the γ
based on statistical properties of the input image.
1.1.2 Local (“surrounding-aware”) expansion methods
Local expansion methods assume non-constant (spatially varying) tone mapping
function, whose parameters change based on the pixel values of the input image
to preserve contrast and details in both highlights and shadows. An example
of such a tone mapping function is presented by [Reinhard et al., 2002]. The
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corresponding inverse tone mapping function therefore needs to treat the image
areas with different surrounding luminance differently to reverse this effect.
Local dynamic range expansion approaches benefit from the extra information
for generating parameters of the per-pixel inverse tone mapping function. While
these approaches are generally more computationally demanding, some describe
how the algorithm can be implemented in an efficient way, allowing it to run in
real-time.
[Banterle et al., 2006] suggest boosting highlights by computing the expanded
luminance value of a pixel as a density estimation of high-value pixels around
current pixel. This can be achieved more efficiently by creating an expand map
– a monochrome image containing ones in highlights (zeros elsewhere), which is
then blurred in order to provide smooth transitions. The expand map values are
then used as weights for linear interpolation between the original LDR image and
an HDR image constructed using a global inverse tone mapping function.
Another approach by [Rempel et al., 2007] aims to prevent “bleeding” of a
highlight into less saturated areas, caused by blurring the expand map, while
managing to achieve high performance and temporal stability of colors to be
suitable for expanding the dynamic range of both LDR image and video input
on hardware embedded in HDR displays. This approach generates a map of
saturated pixels (with value greater than a set threshold), which is then blurred
producing a smooth brightness enhancement image similar to expand map of the
preceding approach. In addition to this image, an edge stopping function is used
to preserve contrast near sharp edges – a flood-fill algorithm is used to find
borders of the “near-saturated” areas, which need to be expanded, preventing
highlights bleeding over steep gradients. The smooth brightness enhancement
map is then multiplied by the edge stopping map producing a map describing how
the brightness of each input image pixel should be expanded. This approach can
be implemented by using multi-resolution image pyramids for efficient filtering
and flood fill computation.
A more recent approach by [Huo et al., 2014] is inspired by human vision sys-
tem and proceeds by modelling human retina response, which locally adapts to
a certain luminance level and perceives values in limited dynamic range around
this level. The input LDR image is split to luminance and chrominance channels.
The luminance channel is then transformed by the modelled inverse tone mapping
function, which also takes a filtered version of the image as an input for estimat-
ing the local surrounding luminance. Finally, the HDR output is generated by
combining the obtained luminance with the original chrominance channel.
1.1.3 Clipped data restoration methods
The previous approaches are not able to recover data in the underexposed or
overexposed areas – at most they generate a gradient in the luminance channel
causing smoother transitions and reducing the quantization artifacts. While the
clipped regions can be easily detected, restoration of the missing contents is non-
trivial.
[Wang et al., 2007] use inpainting to replace the overexposed and underex-
posed areas with correctly exposed patches from the input image. While this
method convincingly restores lost details in the clipped areas, it requires manual
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annotation to select, which areas should be used as source of the texture. Two
similar approaches by [Jain et al., 2014] and [Savoy et al., 2014] use Internet im-
age retrieval to find similar images, which are then used for inpainting the clipped
areas.
The approach presented by [Rouf et al., 2012] attempts to recover lost color
information in highlights caused by pixel value saturation in individual color
channels. The hue and “internal texture” (or gradient) of the clipped area are
derived from the un-clipped border of the clipped region. The luminance can be
also partially reconstructed by maintaining the individual color channels’ ratio
based on yet-unclipped color channels. The maximum luminance is reached when
all color channels are saturated.
1.1.4 Machine learning-based methods
During the last year several machine learning-based approaches have been pub-
lished. These approaches use convolutional neural networks (or CNNs), previ-
ously used primarily for object classification tasks.
Thanks to the convolutional neural network being able to learn to recognize
high-level objects in images, this information can be used for estimating the
relative luminance of the object. For example when an object is classified as a
light source such as the Sun or a street lamp, the luminance can be estimated
accordingly. The CNNs are generally good at recognizing textures so normal/non-
emissive objects and surfaces can be “classified” in similar fashion e.g. causing
the luminance expansion on diffuse surfaces to be “smoother” than on glossy
surfaces. Thanks to the data-driven training, the neural network approaches
derive the dynamic range reconstruction “rules” automatically, but it also makes
the reconstruction process less transparent.
Some of the convolutional neural networks designed for image processing tasks
such as super-resolution and denoising are based on the autoencoder architecture,
which is also suitable for dynamic range reconstruction. An autoencoder network
consists of an encoder (a sequence of convolutional layers) followed by a decoder
(deconvolutional layers). The encoding stage reduces the dimensionality of the
input, creating a bottleneck, which forces the network to learn a compressed
internal representation of the input image, leading to higher-level abstraction
of the image. This representation is then reconstructed by the decoder part to
produce the desired output. In order to preserve high-frequency details of the
input image, skip connections may be used to pass intermediate outputs of the
encoder layers to the decoder layers.
Unless stated otherwise, the following architectures are end-to-end, meaning
they take an LDR image as an input and directly produce the resulting HDR
image.
The first published CNN-based dynamic range reconstruction method HDR-
CNN was designed by [Eilertsen et al., 2017]. It uses an autoencoder network
to hallucinate details in over-exposed parts of the image. The encoder consists
of convolutional layers from the VGG-16 architecture [Simonyan and Zisserman,
2014], a then-state-of-the-art classification CNN. By using a verified-working and
already pre-trained neural network as a part of the network architecture, only
the decoder weights need to be fully trained, saving considerable computational
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resources. To reduce the amount of information the network needs to output,
only the saturated areas in the input image are reconstructed, keeping the well-
exposed pixels unmodified.
Another approach DrTMO by [Endo et al., 2017] aims to recover the whole
inverse tone mapping of an image, reconstructing lost/clipped details in both
highlights and shadows, by using an encoder-decoder architecture. To make
training of the network feasible, the network outputs only 8-bit images, while
simulating/predicting increased and decreased exposures of the input image. The
resulting HDR image is produced by merging these outputs. The up-exposure
and down-exposure models share the same network structure, but the weights
(trained parameters) differ as the authors assume the up-exposure and down-
exposure problems are based on different features.
The next approach by [Zhang and Lalonde, 2017] uses an autoencoder-based
network to increase the dynamic range of an outdoor spherical panorama as well
as to recover the elevation of the Sun from the ”bottleneck” image representation.
In addition, this network expects the Sun to be located horizontally in the center
of the input image. As the network outputs an HDR image, which increases the
complexity of the training, the authors opted to limit the size of the network
by fixing the resolution to 128 x 64 pixels, which makes it unsuitable for high-
resolution HDR image reconstruction.
The following approach by [Marnerides et al., 2018] attempts to solve the
problem with occasional checkerboard artifacts, which are caused by deconvolu-
tion layers used in the upscaling decoding stage in autoencoder-based networks.
The authors propose the ExpandNet network architecture without any upscaling
steps – a custom multiscale CNN with 3 branches, each focusing on specific level
of detail, which are then merged, producing an HDR image. The authors claim
this approach handles ill-exposed input images containing large clipped areas bet-
ter than other CNN-based dynamic range reconstruction approaches, producing
fewer artifacts.
The last of the recently published approaches by [Ning et al., 2018] aims to
solve the issue of limited training dataset size by using generative adversarial
network. The proposed architecture consists of two neural networks, which are
trained simultaneously: an inverse tone mapping network and a discriminator
network. The dynamic range expansion network architecture is based on U-Net
[Ronneberger et al., 2015] – an autoencoder-like network originally designed for
image segmentation; the discriminator evaluates whether the reconstruction is
correct by trying to distinguish generated images from real HDR images. The
main advantage using the discriminator is that it allows the authors to use just
low dynamic range dataset instead of HDR-LDR pairs when training the network.
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2. High dynamic range
reconstruction evaluation
framework
This chapter describes the design decisions and implementation of the HDR re-
construction evaluation framework.
2.1 Motivation and requirements
The main goal of the evaluation framework is to compare the reconstruction qual-
ity of several dynamic range expansion algorithms used on spherical panorama
images intended for image-based lighting.
To evaluate the performance of reconstruction algorithms, each algorithm
needs to be run on an LDR input image to produce an HDR output, which
can then be compared with a correct (or ground truth) output image using an
error metric.
In order to obtain corresponding LDR-HDR (ground truth) image pairs, LDR
image may be generated by a tone mapping operation such as simple dynamic
range clipping of the HDR image followed by quantization to 8-bits per channel.
Differently sized input images should not influence the value of error metrics,
e.g. the framework should not favor smaller images.
To find cases where individual reconstruction approaches yield unsatisfactory
or subpar results, many input images need to be processed. Therefore, batch
processing of multiple input images with one command is required.
The framework should also present the results in user-friendly way allowing
the user to compare each reconstruction result with the ground truth image as
well as with other reconstruction results. Similarly, the user should be able to
compare the use of reconstructed spherical panoramas as environment maps in
in a simple test scene.
The implementation should allow easy re-running of the pipeline for changed
input dataset. It should be also simple to modify, e.g. addition of new recon-
struction algorithms and error metrics is expected.
2.2 Platform
The main function of the framework is to launch programs implementing al-
gorithms for dynamic range reconstruction and other programs preparing their
input data and processing the results. Because compiled programming languages
would require an extra compilation step before each run after modifying the
program, a scripting programming language is more suitable. As Linux com-
patibility is desirable for running the evaluation pipeline on headless machines
such as servers, POSIX shell was chosen as a fitting programming language for
the framework implementation. Python 3, which is used by some of the image
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processing “sub-tools”, was also considered, but due to author’s limited knowl-
edge of the Python language syntax at the time of choosing, shell was preferred.
The choice of Python would simplify data passing between individual parts of the
program and the support for data structures such as list/set or dictionary might
have simplified the code. On the other hand, launching a subprocesses in Python
would need marginally more lines of code.
To simplify the installation of image manipulation tools (pfstools), which are
not easy to compile, Docker virtualization system is used to provide the required
environment in a container.
2.3 Stages
The evaluation pipeline consists of the following stages, each of which is imple-
mented by one or more shell scripts. The “main” script all.sh sequentially runs
all the stages for an HDR image given as input. When batch processing of all files
in a folder is desired, the script all batch.sh should be used. Paths to individual
external programs and other parameters are stored in the file settings.sh.
Instead of executing all stages by the all.sh script, any script can be run
manually when only one step should be executed. The scripts print a short
help/usage message when run without valid parameters.
2.3.1 Import
The aim of this stage is to convert the input HDR image into a common format
and resolution. OpenEXR format was chosen as it provides high compression
ratio thanks to wavelet transform. The resolution of the input images is unified
by resizing/resampling them to prevent unfair error metric results caused by
different image pixel counts.
This stage is implemented in the convert.sh script by executing several utilities
from the pfstools package.
2.3.2 Degrade
This stage simulates dynamic range and luminance precision degradation by con-
verting the input image into a lossy LDR format. The JPEG compression and
sRGB color space is used, as it represents the majority of taken photos. The com-
pression quality (DCT coefficient pre-quantization multiplier) is set to maximum
to minimize the effect of compression artifacts on the evaluation metrics.
The stage is implemented in hdr to ldr.sh script. In case a different tone
mapping algorithm is required, this stage can be modified.
2.3.3 Reconstruct
This stage handles dynamic range reconstruction by running each reconstruction
algorithm.
Along with each reconstruction result, a non-reconstructed image is passed to
the next stage to serve as a baseline for metrics evaluation.
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Each reconstruction algorithm is wrapped in a script ldr to hdr [reconstruction
name].sh, which handles implementation-specific details of the respective algo-
rithm to produce correctly named output file for the following stage.
2.3.4 Evaluate
The reconstruction quality needs to be evaluated, which is the task of this stage.
The evaluation consists of comparing the reconstruction result to the ground
truth image by error metrics computation and luminance and color mapping plot
generation.
We use two error metrics to “numerically”/objectively evaluate the recon-
struction quality: RMSE and SSIM.
RMSE (root-mean-square error or “L2 error”) is computed as
RMSE =
√∑N




where N denotes the number of pixels of an image and LGT,i and LR,i denote the
luminance of i-th pixel of the ground truth or reconstructed image, respectively.
As each pixel pair is equally important regardless of position or brightness, this
metric does not ignore any kind of error, as perception-based metrics do. The
evaluation is split to two image “areas”: saturated (pixels having luminance value
greater than or equal to 1) and unsaturated pixels, allowing separate measurement
of the reconstruction quality of clipped highlights and of the distortion of well-
exposed pixels’ values.
SSIM by [Wang et al., 2004] measures the structural similarity, aiming to
model the human perception of image differences. While it was originally used
for measuring the quality of lossy compression algorithms, it is also suitable for
comparing details preservation. This metric is evaluated by computing statistical
properties of pixels in a sliding window so it cannot be easily used to evaluate
only saturated/unsaturated pixels, therefore, unlike the RMSE evaluation, only
one numeric result is produced for an input image pair.
Another metric HDR-VDP-2 by [Mantiuk et al., 2011] was considered as a
suitable metric, as it aims to measure perceived differences in HDR images, but
it was not integrated for technical reasons, as no implementation, which would
not require installation of large bundle of statistical software was found. This
metric can be added in the future, but currently a smaller footprint and fewer
dependencies of the framework were preferred.
Apart from numeric evaluation of reconstruction results by computing error
metrics, two graphs representing luminance and color transformation are gener-
ated.
A luminance mapping plot is a scatter plot containing a dot for each image
pixel – the dot is drawn at the x-position equal to the pixel luminance in the
ground truth image and y-position equal to the luminance in the reconstruc-
tion image. Along with the image data, a function f(x) = x is plotted to help
spot any nonlinearity of the reconstruction algorithm – an optimal reconstruction
algorithm should contain points only on this line.
Similarly, by drawing each color channel separately instead of combining the
color channel values into luminance, drawing red, green and blue dot for each
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pixel, a color mapping plot is generated. It shows the distortion of individual
color channels allowing the user to inspect whether possible reconstruction errors
are color-dependent. These plots may help the user spot any global pixel value
distortion or e.g. in a specific case of a photo of a landscape, the color mapping
plot may help discriminate whether a reconstruction algorithm fails to recover
the dynamic range in the sky or grass area.
Example of the mapping graphs is shown in Figure 2.1.
This stage is implemented by the evaluate.sh script running the metrics eval-
uation and graphs generation.
2.3.5 Render
Using the reconstructed HDR image from the previous stage as an environment
map, a simple 3D scene is rendered (path-traced) to visualize the effects of using
the reconstructed image for image-based lighting.
The 3D scene consists of three glossy spheres with different surface roughness
placed on a checkerboard-textured plane. The scene rendering is depicted in
Figure 2.2.
High intensity light sources, which occupy a small area on the environment
map image, such as Sun, cause crisper shadows and larger highlights on glossy
surfaces. The relative intensity of such sources can therefore be estimated by vi-
sually inspecting the size of the highlights. Comparing the rendering outputs (at
a fixed exposure level) produced from a reconstructed image and the correspond-
ing ground truth image can be used to assess the quality of the reconstruction
algorithm. The scene is rendered and stored in high dynamic range to allow
simulation of different exposures when viewing.
This step is implemented in render.sh, which runs the pbrt renderer, an open-
source physically-based renderer [Pbr] to simulate the light transport in the scene.
2.3.6 View
This stage prepares a user-viewable version of reconstruction results along with
the ground truth image for comparison. The user can set an exposure value
and switch between images (individual reconstructions and the ground truth im-
age). Switching between images maintains the exposure value allowing the user to
compare specific parts of the image. The HDR image viewer is based on web tech-
nologies (HTML5 and JavaScript/ECMAScript) for platform independence and
simple result publication. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the viewer graphical
user interface.
This stage is implemented by the view.sh script. The single-image viewer
code and data is generated by the pfsouthdrhtml tool by [Mantiuk and Heidrich,
2009], which generates multiple simulated exposures to be alpha-blended by pre-
computed coefficients at runtime to produce a desired exposure value. The image
switching functionality is added as a part of the HDR reconstruction evaluation
framework.
Currently this viewer should be only used as a preview of the images, with
important observations being verified in another viewer application, as there is
a known issue where two input HDR images with very different maximum pixel
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Figure 2.1: Luminance and color mapping graphs for the DrTMO reconstruction
method on the GCanyon C YumaPoint 3k image (pictured below the mapping
graphs).
Figure 2.2: Rendering of the testing scene using the reconstructed image applied
as an environment map for image-based lighting.
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values may appear having a slightly different brightness, although the original
HDR pixel values and the requested exposure are the same. It is caused by
the “pre-rendered-then-blended exposures” approach as a fixed number of pre-
rendered exposures is used to capture any dynamic range. The effects of this issue
were reduced by modifying the pfsouthdrhtml tool by increasing the base exposure
value precision, but the issue was not fully resolved. Because the issue was
discovered relatively late, a complete solution was not implemented. To achieve
better preview quality, a different client-side JavaScript HDR viewer e.g. jeri.io
[Jer], which was developed concurrently with this work, needs to be integrated
into the framework or the HDR images may be compared in a desktop application
such as tev [Tev].
2.3.7 Visualize the evaluation results
The task of this last stage is to present the evaluation result to the user – gen-
erate a web-page with an interactive table containing numeric evaluation results
along with links to open the HDR image viewer with a given set of images and
color/luminance mapping graphs. An example of this page was shown on Figure 1
in the Introduction section.
Clicking the ground truth file name opens the HDR image viewer from the
previous stage so individual reconstruction algorithms and their application as an
image-based light source can be compared with each other and with the ground
truth image. The links in the Mapping column open luminance and color mapping
graphs from the Evaluate stage.
The table allows sorting by clicking on a column header; secondary sorting
criteria can be set by holding the shift key when clicking a header. This allows the
user to quickly find best and worst reconstruction results, which can be inspected
in more detail. Multi-criteria sorting simplifies the process of finding the rank-
ing of individual reconstruction algorithms by choosing the Ground truth image
column as a primary key and an error metric as a secondary key. The sorting
functionality is provided by the TableSorter library [Tab].
This stage is implemented by the evaluate view.sh script, which generates the
page index.html in current working directory and copies all required resources.
2.4 Framework implementation
2.4.1 Source code
The HDR reconstruction evaluation framework code is stored in the pipeline
folder in the electronic attachment of this thesis. The code is also available in the
Git repository1, where the most recent version is available.
2.4.2 System requirements
POSIX shell interpreter with standard POSIX.1-2004 tools (cut, sed, find, awk,
. . . ), Python 3 (and 2) (with OpenCV, SciPy and NumPy libraries installed),
Docker and imagemagick (compose tool).
1https://bitbucket.org/hdri/pipeline
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The framework has been tested on macOS 10.12.6, but should work on any
POSIX-compliant system.
2.4.3 Usage
The usage instructions are included in the Attachment A.2.
A high-level example of practical usage of the evaluation framework and in-
terpretation of the evaluation results is shown in the Results chapter.
16
Figure 2.3: Screenshot of the HDR image viewer for visually comparing the output
of a chosen reconstruction method with the ground truth environment map.
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3. HDR camera application
3.1 Goal
The application should be able to capture the highest possible dynamic range of
a scene, possibly recovering details that could not be captured, and saving the
photo in a format, which does not degrade the image quality.
3.2 Platform
Apple iOS was chosen as the target platform because of author’s previous expe-
rience with development for this platform and because the author already owned
a compatible smartphone. The application has been developed and tested on an
iPhone SE with the iOS 10.2 operating system installed. The device has a dual
core 64-bit ARMv8-A CPU clocked at 1.8 GHz, 2 GB of RAM and a 6-core GPU
allowing execution of Metal compute shaders.
3.3 Method outline
When an image is captured, its dynamic range is limited by the sensor sensitivity
and saturation and by the storage format. This limit can be overcome by tak-
ing multiple photos with different camera settings a technique called bracketing.
Dedicated cameras usually allow manual setting of exposure time, ISO and aper-
ture, which all affect the exposure. In case of smartphone cameras with fixed
aperture only exposure time and ISO settings are supported by the hardware.
Bracketed photos can be merged by linearization (applying inverse camera re-
sponse function), multiplication by their individual exposures and computing the
weighted sum, which prioritizes well-exposed pixel values. The detailed process
is described by [Debevec and Malik, 1997] or [Robertson et al., 1999] along with
an algorithm to find the inverse camera response function.
Dynamic range can be further improved beyond the physical sensor limits
(e.g. the shortest exposure time and the lowest supported ISO) by hallucinating
the clipped pixels using a CNN-based approach.
3.4 Camera overview
The back camera of iPhone SE has a 12 megapixel sensor capturing still im-
ages with resolution 4032 by 3024 pixels. The supported exposure time range is
0.000013 s – 0.333333 s and ISO range is 23 – 1840, as described in the documen-
tation [App, b].
The camera API is asynchronous, event-driven: when a capture is requested,
a delegate object must be provided – the delegate needs to handle callbacks
representing events such as “a photo was taken” e.g. by compressing the image1
1AVCapturePhotoOutput.jpegPhotoDataRepresentation(forJPEGSampleBuffer: photo-
SampleBuffer, . . . )
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and saving the result to a file or the photo library.
An application can request a bracketed capture, the iPhone SE with iOS 10.2
accepts up to 4 bracket settings at once.
Apart from the pre-processed Y’CbCr image an application may request a
RAW image capture (introduced in iOS 10). The iPhone SE supports capturing
RAW images in the “bgg4” pixel format – a 14-bit Bayer format [Sta, a], which
contains 12 bit values2.
3.5 Existing solutions
The most straight-forward option to capture photos is the built-in camera appli-
cation. This application supports ”HDR” mode, which automatically activates if
the scene dynamic range significantly exceeds the range, which can be captured
with just one exposure. Despite the name of this mode, the resulting image has
low dynamic range – the output is tone-mapped and stored with JPEG compres-
sion.
While the default camera application does not explicitly allow manual setting
of capture parameters, bracketed image capture is possible: when the capture
settings are locked by long pressing on the camera preview, relative exposure can
be adjusted by swiping up/down, which allows the user to take multiple pictures
with varying exposure value. Although this theoretically allows capturing of
bracketed images to be merged later using appropriate software, the time between
captures is significantly longer than if the pictures were taken automatically,
making the capture of dynamic scenes infeasible without additional processing
that would compensate for the movement and remove ghosting artifacts. Also
the camera movement caused by manually adjusting the exposure value would
likely cause additional artifacts in the merged image.
There are third-party camera applications available in the App Store, which
allow manual settings of exposure parameters (e.g. Musemage), automatic expo-
sure bracketing (e.g. ProCam) or even bracketed capture with integrated merging
of the bracketed photos (e.g. Adobe Lightroom CC). Adobe Lightroom CC takes
3 RAW photos with different exposures, merges them and saves the result to a
32-bit DNG file [Ado].
3.6 HDR Capture Pipeline
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the HDR capture pipeline.
2Measured by taking a RAW photo of a bright scene with clipped pixels and looking at
the highest value in dcraw: running ‘dcraw -v photo.dng’ printed ‘Scaling with [...] saturation
4095’.
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The HDR capture pipeline is based on the “Stack-Based Algorithms for HDR
Capture and Reconstruction” chapter from a book by [Dufaux et al., 2016],
adapted to fit the use-case of a mobile application, which would make taking
environment maps easier, with an added dynamic range reconstruction step. The
pipeline phases and the description of data passed between individual phases are
outlined in the Figure 3.1.
3.6.1 Metering
The aim of this phase is to find parameters of the base exposure, where most of
the pixels values are not clipped. Measuring the dynamic range of the scene also
belongs in this phase.
In our application this information may be set by the user by specifying the
base exposure parameters (with an option to measure them automatically) as
well as setting the desired number of down-/up-exposure steps and the EV step
size, describing the dynamic range of the scene.
3.6.2 Exposure preparation
This phase’s task is to generate the set of exposure parameters – orders for the
camera – to capture the requested dynamic range. This can be done by choosing
a set of exposure values (EV), which cover the scene’s dynamic range.






where N is relative aperture and t is the exposure time. The relation between






where L is the average scene luminance, S is the ISO value and K is a constant.
This means increasing the EV by 1 can be achieved by doubling the exposure
time or ISO. The exposure time and ISO are dependent on each other in a way,
that when the exposure time is divided by n, ISO needs to be multiplied by n to
keep the same exposure value.
The camera API offers two modes of operation influencing what kind of ex-
posure parameters is used: ”Auto” mode3, where the application specifies the
requested list of EV offsets from the automatically determined “+0 EV” level,
and ”Manual” mode4, which takes list of arbitrary (ISO, exposure time) tuples.
The length of the list of exposure parameters is limited by hardware, in case
of the iPhone SE only 4 images can be requested to be captured in one request.
This limitation can be overcome by requesting multiple captures in succession at
the risk of camera movement between captures.
The nontrivial part of the parameter generation process is maintaining balance
between the exposure time and the ISO to avoid motion blur and noise caused




such as an estimated maximum “motion-blur-free” exposure time, which can be
used when the camera is held in hand. The iOS 10.2 uses maximum exposure
time of 1/17 s when using the “Auto” exposure mode; when a higher exposure
value needs to be achieved, ISO is increased.
As the ”Auto” mode is varying both the ISO and the exposure time, we de-
cided to use the ”Manual” mode. While this gives us more control over the
capture settings, mainly the ability to take multiple images with the same set of
exposure parameters, which is crucial for taking panoramas5 and simplifies fur-
ther processing, we have to determine the ”correct” or base exposure parameters
ourselves.
To simplify the finding of base exposure parameters we take an image with
automatic exposure (or “+0 EV” point of the camera-determined ”correct” expo-
sure) and access the exposure time and ISO metadata when the image is captured.
From these exposure parameters we compute additional (exposure time, ISO) tu-
ples to capture the dynamic range requested by the user. Up-exposure (“+x EV”)
parameters are computed by increasing time up to 1/17 s, then by increasing the
ISO; for down-exposure (“-x EV”) we decrease the ISO until reaching the lower
limit in order to reduce the noise, then we decrease the exposure time.
3.6.3 Capture
This phase takes care of taking the required exposures of the scene, producing a
set of images, also called a stack.
The camera API allows capturing either RAW or processed images. RAW
images should provide more information per-picture providing 14 bits of precision
for each sensor pixel, while the processed formats provide only 8 bits per channel.
RAW
When using the RAW format, capturing the required dynamic range would need
taking less photos, but RAW processing would require more work as the con-
version to RGB is not trivial. We would need to measure sensor “darkness”
and saturation levels, handle stuck pixel rejection, white balance and debayer-
ing/demosaicing on our own. Integration of a third party tool or library such as
dcraw [Dcr] or LibRaw [Lib] would make the process easier, but still not as easy
as using the built-in image processing.
Processed
The processed image can be retrieved in the 8-bit planar Y’CbCr format6 or
converted to an BGRA7 bitmap with 8 bits per channel. After attempting to use
the BGRA format to avoid manual conversion to RGB, getting completely black
images, although the format was specified as supported by the camera API, we
opted to use the Y’CbCr format, which we convert to RGB using the cvtColor
function of the OpenCV library [Ope].




While the processed format does many steps, which simplify our work, it also
involves dynamic range reduction by tone mapping the sensor’s 14-bit range to
8 bits. This requires us to linearize the sensor-processing system response by
finding and applying an inverse camera response function.
The camera response function is a function f(R+) → [0, 255], which trans-
forms the incoming radiance to a pixel value. The calibration process outlined
by [Debevec and Malik, 1997] or [Robertson et al., 1999] consists of taking multi-
ple images with different exposure values8 of the same scene without moving the
camera and running an optimization algorithm. The optimization process finds
the camera response curve by minimizing the error when estimating the incoming
radiance using the inverse camera response function while compensating for the
known exposure time.
We have chosen to use the processed image format, as the conventional image
processing such as bracketed exposure merging is well-documented; RAW capture
can be implemented later as an optimization to reduce the number photos of that
need to be taken for the same dynamic range.
3.6.4 Image alignment
This step prevents incorrect exposure merging results caused by camera move-
ment between captures of individual bracketed images.
We use a photo alignment approach by [Ward, 2003], which aligns the differ-
ently exposed images by translating them to compensate for the camera move-
ment. The author claims the translation correction is sufficient as the majority of
handheld captured sequences do not require rotational alignment. This algorithm
is implemented in the OpenCV library in the AlignMTB class.
3.6.5 Dynamic range reconstruction and merging
This phase aims to increase the dynamic range beyond the camera limits.
Dynamic range reconstruction approach selection
The first thing to consider is the choice of a suitable dynamic range reconstruction
approach.
The most important criterion is the performance and capabilities of each ap-
proach. As shown below in the Results chapter, HDRCNN is the best-performing
of the compared networks. However, as it only restores clipped highlights without
modifying the un-saturated areas with shadows, DrTMO and ExpandNET also
need to be considered to be used.
The implementations of the DrTMO and ExpandNet CNNs, which use the
Chainer neural network framework [Cha] and PyTorch [Pyt], respectively, are not
compatible with iOS, requiring network models to be converted to a supported
machine learning framework such as CoreML [Cor]. This leaves HDRCNN, which
is based on the TensorFlow library [Ten, a], the only option, which does not
require framework change for running on iOS.
8When calibrating the camera, the ISO was fixed to the lowest value and only the exposure
time was being changed, because varying the ISO would change the noise levels.
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System requirements need to be also considered due to the limited memory
and processing power of the mobile device. The authors of ExpandNet declare
their network to have higher memory footprint than HDRCNN, which was con-
firmed by our observation. Similarly DrTMO implementation is also very de-
manding, requiring up to 13.48 GB for the default input image9. This would
require modifications to the network architectures10 to reduce the requirements.
Another matter to consider when choosing the reconstruction approach is the
license used by each approach implementation. HDRCNN and DrTMO source
codes are published under the BSD 3-Clause license, allowing even “closed-source”
commercial distribution, while ExpandNet code is intended only for scientific
purposes.
Because of these reasons we selected HDRCNN as the most applicable ap-
proach.
HDR reconstruction position in the pipeline
There are multiple possibilities when the reconstruction can occur.
The dynamic range can be increased by processing either one or more images.
This determines the sequence of the dynamic range reconstruction and bracketed
exposure merging.
Single-image reconstruction of the clipped highlights of the lowest-exposure-
value image11 and/or reconstruction of details in the highest-exposure-value image
by simulating up-exposure need to be followed by merging the results with the
other captured images to produce the HDR image.
Another possibility is to merge the exposures first and then feed the result
into a neural network for further dynamic range expansion after scaling the HDR
image pixel values to the range expected by the neural network.
However, neither of these options is straightforward: both reconstruction and
merging expect or require LDR inputs, therefore either needs to be adapted.
The reconstruction of the lowest-exposure-value image would require merging
the reconstructed HDR image with the remaining (unreconstructed) LDR images,
requiring a modification of the merging algorithm, while the the merged HDR
image passed to a neural network would likely decrease the image quality, as the
CNN has not been trained with HDR inputs.
While the latter approach may theoretically produce better results as the
network would have access to the full captured dynamic range image, training
the CNN to process such inputs would be necessary. Therefore we chose to use
the former approach – reconstruction of just the lowest-exposure-value image
followed by a merge using a modified merging algorithm described below in the
Merging subsubsection.
9Forest.png with 1536 by 1024 pixels resolution, provided with the DrTMO code.
10E.g. DrTMO may be modified to output less exposures at the same time, which would re-
quire the network evaluation to be run multiple times sequentially, increasing the computational
demands.
11essentially estimating/simulating how even lower-exposure-value images would look
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Dynamic range reconstruction on mobile devices
The easiest approach would be to execute the computationally demanding dy-
namic range reconstruction algorithm on a higher-performance server in order
to speed the process up and avoid possible compatibility issues, there would be
tradeoffs in form of hosting costs and relatively high bandwidth requirements12
also impacting the users of the application. Therefore we have decided to eval-
uate the feasibility of running the dynamic range reconstruction – and inference
of large CNN models in general – directly on a mobile device.
As the HDRCNN code is written in the Python programming language and
Python execution is not officially supported on iOS, a native code must be used.
Fortunately TensorFlow compilation for iOS is possible and the library allows
the model (network structure along with the trained parameters) to be exported
from the Python implementation and imported in the native code, requiring only
the inputs and outputs to be correctly mapped.
As the TensorFlow versions used for exporting and importing the model must
match and because the provided pre-built library in the CocoaPods dependency
manager [Coc] was too old, we have built the matching version from the source
code13.
Model preparation We have used the TensorFlow Mobile manual and refer-
ence [Ten, c] as the outline for the model preparation workflow.
As the HDRCNN code generates the network structure on-the-fly based on
the set image resolution, the model needs to be exported using the simple save
function after the network is constructed and the trained weights are loaded14.
This produces a saved model.pb file, which needs to be further processed.
As the network input and output are referenced only by Python variables,
we need to find names of the corresponding nodes. This can be done using the
saved model cli tool15 provided as a part of the TensorFlow library. The tool
prints the needed node names – input “Placeholder”, which represents the input
image, and output “add 7”, which is the node computing the addition of the
alpha-blended reconstruction to the input image.
Knowing the input and output node names, we may proceed by preparing
the model for mobile using the freeze graph tool16. These steps are sufficient to
12“Relatively high” – in context of the price of mobile LTE connectivity and data limits.
Upload LDR: ˜2-5 MB (lossy JPEG LDR image), download HDR: ˜35-40 MB (Radiance
HDR (RGBE) format, better compression might be achieved with wavelet transform used by
OpenEXR).
13We followed build installation notes [Ten, b]. The version 1.8 was used,
which we had to build using the following command: ANDROID TYPES=”-
D ANDROID TYPES FULL” tensorflow/contrib/makefile/compile ios tensorflow.sh -f
”-O3” -h tensorflow/contrib/makefile/downloads/nsync/builds/default.macos.c++11/nsync.a
-n tensorflow/contrib/makefile/downloads/nsync/builds/lipo.ios.c++11/nsync.a -a arm64 as
the ANDROID TYPES FULL macro enables all operations required by the saved model for
multiple data types for experimentation with memory footprint reduction. Note: the build
process fails if the working directory path contains a space character.
14This can be done by adding “tf.saved model.simple save(sess, ’./export’, inputs={”x”: x},
outputs={”y”: y})” to the hdrcnn predict.py script just after assign params is called. A folder
called “export” will be created when the script is run, producing a saved model.
15saved model cli show --dir export/ --tag set serve --signature def serving default
16This tool needs to be built from source by running bazel build
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produce a model that can be loaded in the native application.
Running on the device The TensorFlow library contains code sample project
tf simple example, which runs a classification network on an image. This code
has been used as a base for the experiments.
When the inference was run on the mobile device (using the default resolution
of 1024x768), the program crashed when allocating about 1.3 GB of memory,
which is the maximum amount of RAM an application is allowed to allocate on
a 2GB device [Sta, b].
While the model size is relatively large for running on a mobile device (ap-
proximately 117 MB on-disk file size), it easily fits into memory. The issue is the
runtime memory allocation when running the inference.
The benchmark model tool17 reports approximately 4.5 GB memory usage
of the frozen graph.pb model for 1024 by 768 pixels RGB input image size –
probably an upper limit assuming all nodes’ values are loaded in memory at the
same time as only 3.2 GB peak was observed when running the HDRCNN Python
script to verify this result. As the memory footprint is beyond the device’s limits
and no obvious method to overcome it during execution is available18, we looked
at the optimization and network size reduction possibilities.
Optimization and reduction attempts/options First we have tried opti-
mizing the model using the TensorFlow-provided tools.
The strip unused tool19 removes the nodes, which are not used for evaluation
of a specified output node. While this tool would simplify the graph of e.g. a
model with multiple outputs when only one output is required, the HDRCNN’s
architecture does not contain any unnecessary nodes, leading to no reduction in
size.
Another optimization we attempted is using the optimize for inference tool20.
This tool attempts to remove unused nodes as well as to use pre-calculated con-
tensorflow/python/tools:freeze graph, then can be run with bazel-
bin/tensorflow/python/tools/freeze graph --input saved model dir /pwd --
output graph=/pwd/frozen graph.pb --output node names ’add 7’, where pwd represents
the working directory path – we have run a Docker container in the export folder to reduce
the need for dependencies: docker run -it -v ”$(pwd)”:/pwd tensorflow/tensorflow:latest-devel.
A specific container version such as tensorflow/tensorflow:1.8.0-devel may be used instead if
needed.
17bazel build tensorflow/tools/benchmark:benchmark model, bazel-
bin/tensorflow/tools/benchmark/benchmark model --graph=/pwd/frozen graph.pb
--show flops --input layer=Placeholder --input layer type=float --
input layer shape=1,768,1024,3 --output layer=add 7
18System-level memory swapping/paging is not officially supported on iOS and application-
level swapping or hacks such as forgetting and recomputation of network node values when
evaluating the feed-forward network by parts would slow down the computation.
19bazel build tensorflow/python/tools/strip unused, bazel-
bin/tensorflow/python/tools/strip unused --input graph /pwd/frozen graph.pb --output graph
/pwd/frozen graph stripped.pb --input node names Placeholder --output node names add 7
--input binary --output binary
20bazel build tensorflow/python/tools:optimize for inference, bazel-
bin/tensorflow/python/tools/optimize for inference --input /pwd/frozen graph stripped.pb
--output /pwd/frozen graph stripped optimized.pb --input names Placeholder --output names
add 7
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stants more aggressively and to combine multiple nodes into one (e.g. resizing and
convolution nodes). While not significantly reducing the model size, we measured
approximately 5% speedup of the inference.
Looking at the output of the benchmark model tool21, measuring total mem-
ory usage by node type, we observed the most demanding node type to be
Conv2D using 61 % followed by Conv2DBackpropInput operations using 22 %.
Conv2D is a node performing the convolution operation, which is essential, but
Conv2DBackpropInput appeared to be related to the training process of the net-
work, unrelated to the inference process. However, because these nodes imple-
ment the conv2d transpose operation22 used in the “deconvolutional” layers in
the decoder part of the HDRCNN, they need to be preserved.
When TensorFlow opens the saved model, it loads the contained trained pa-
rameters into memory. This can be avoided by converting the model to a for-
mat using the convert graphdef memmapped format tool23, which allows memory
mapping of the parameters. Since only the network structure needs to be loaded
into memory, the memory footprint is reduced by the parameters size. While
saving approximately 117 MB of memory would help, the main problem with
runtime memory allocation remains. We leave this optimization as an optional
last step when packaging the application.
The CNN internally uses 32-bit floating point numbers. If we could reduce
the precision we may be able to reduce the memory footprint.
TensorFlow supports graph parameters quantization24, reducing values pre-
cision to 8 bits, reducing the stored model size to approximately 25 %. Unfor-
tunately this only affects the on-disk format as all weights are “unpacked” or
dequantized when loading the graph, only leading to lower parameter precision
causing artifacts in the output image.
We also attempted reducing the “runtime” number precision by modifying the
HDRCNN code to use float16 and recompiling TensorFlow with support for 16-bit
operations, which should theoretically reduce the runtime memory footprint by 50
%. This attempt was unsuccessful25 since not all the required operations/nodes
are implemented for 16-bit operands. When running the precision-reduced HDR-
CNN Python code on an image with 1024x768 resolution, we saw lower memory
21bazel build tensorflow/python/tools:benchmark model, bazel-
bin/tensorflow/tools/benchmark/benchmark model --graph=/pwd/g.pb --show flops
--input layer=Placeholder --input layer type=float --input layer shape=1,768,1024,3 --
output layer=add 7
22conv2d transpose documentation: “This operation is sometimes called ”deconvolution” [...],
but is actually the transpose (gradient) of ‘conv2d‘ rather than an actual deconvolution.”
23bazel build tensorflow/contrib/util:convert graphdef memmapped format,
bazel-bin/tensorflow/contrib/util/convert graphdef memmapped format
--in graph=/pwd/frozen graph stripped optimized quanized.pb --
out graph=/pwd/frozen graph stripped optimized quanized mmapped.pb --
min conversion tensor size=100
24bazel build tensorflow/tools/graph transforms:transform graph, bazel-
bin/tensorflow/tools/graph transforms/transform graph --in graph=/pwd/g.pb --
out graph=/pwd/frozen graph stripped optimized quanized.pb --inputs=Placeholder --
outputs=add 7 --transforms=’quantize weights’
25Running in iOS fails when loading the graph: ”Invalid argument: Input 0 of node Pow 6
was passed float from Placeholder:0 incompatible with expected half.” Maybe there is just a
problem with the input image type specification and lack of built-in half-precision floating point
numbers in C++.
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usage with an observed peak of 1.9 GB. We could not verify the theoretical 50%
footprint reduction as TensorFlow’s benchmark script does not support 16-bit
floating point inputs.
Since we could not achieve the footprint reduction by any other method, we
have decided to lower the reconstruction resolution. We chose the resolution
320x320 pixels as these dimensions were used for training the network. This
reduced the application memory usage to approximately 750 MB when running
the inference, enabling the dynamic range reconstruction to be run on a mobile
device, while still leaving free space to other data such as images with different
exposure parameters. While dynamic range reconstruction of such small images
would not be directly usable, high-resolution images can be split to tiles of the
supported size and reconstructed independently sequentially.
To validate the necessity of the tiling approach, we attempted running the re-
construction on a full-resolution image from the iPhone camera using the original
HDRCNN code, which allocated more than 14 GB before its process was killed,
making the high-resolution image dynamic range reconstruction infeasible with
the current network architecture.
The naive tiling introduces tiling artifacts – when a saturated area is over-
lapped with a tile edge, the predicted luminance value of one tile’s reconstruction
may differ from the other tile’s predicted value, causing visible edges along the
tile borders. This can be solved by overlapping the tiles and creating a linear
transition between the reconstructed images. The overlap of the tiles would in-
crease the number of tiles needed to cover the image, reducing the reconstruction
performance.
While the reconstruction can be run on a mobile device, it is not practical as
reconstruction of a each tile takes about 4 seconds using both CPU cores, making
the reconstruction of the full-resolution image take approximately 335 seconds.
For comparison running the same code (compiled to the x86 64 architecture) on
a laptop with i7-4770HQ CPU took 147 s. As optimization with TensorFlow-
provided tools does not yield significant speedup and since the reconstruction is
using only the CPU, a GPU-accelerated computation needs to be considered.
Because TensorFlow does not support GPU acceleration with Metal compute
shaders, other machine learning framework needs to be used. A 40% performance
increase is documented [Mat] in case of classification of the MNIST digits dataset.
Converting or reimplementing the HDRCNN architecture in a mobile-GPU-
supporting framework is left as a possible future work as well as determining
whether increasing the tile size to maximize the memory usage and reduce the tile
count would positively impact the performance. Additional performance could
be achieved by changes to the network architecture such as reducing the number
of convolutional layers, which would impact the reconstruction quality and would
require re-training of the network.
Because of the performance issues, the dynamic range reconstruction code has
not been merged into the main camera application repository and is kept sepa-
rately in the tensorflow repository in the tensorflow/examples/ios/simple folder.
Merging
This step merges multiple LDR images captured with different exposure values
into one HDR image.
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There are two widely used merging approaches, which also find the inverse
camera response curve: Calibrate/MergeDebevec [Debevec and Malik, 1997] and
Calibrate/MergeRobertson [Robertson et al., 1999]. While the merged image com-
putation process is similar26, different weighting functions, which estimate the
variance of incoming light range represented by digitized pixel value, are used:
instead of a hat function used by the MergeDebevec algorithm, the MergeRobert-
son algorithm uses a Gaussian-like function, generally yielding more accurate
results.
We have tested both approaches for finding the inverse camera response func-
tion as well as for the merging process. The MergeRobertson algorithm generally
performed better, therefore it was selected to be used in the camera application.
The merging algorithms are already implemented in libraries/tools such as
OpenCV and pfstools [Pfs]. While these implementations (and the original arti-
cles) take only exposure times on input, disregarding any other exposure parame-
ters (ISO or aperture), photos with different ISOs can be merged by compensating
the exposure time by the ISO value27. Scripts, which run the merging process
with the two algorithms (also comparing their implementations), are available in
the “HDR photo/merge” repository along with a few test images.
Although the implementation in the pfstools package28 offers the weighting
function to be chosen from multiple options and supports several camera response
curve fitting models, providing more tuning options, we chose the OpenCV im-
plementation, because the library is already pre-compiled for iOS and is easier to
integrate than a command line tool.
We have observed noise artifacts in areas, which are not well-exposed in any
of the images, which are being merged. This noise amplification is caused by the
extremely low weight of always-clipped pixels, giving higher priority to noise pixel
values, which are “better-exposed” according to the weighting function, over the
correct-clipped values. This could be solved by special handling of pixels with
low weight sum value, assigning them the clipped value from the shortest/longest
exposure, depending on whether the pixel was saturated or black in all images.
Alternatively, all input images may be pre-processed by rounding the almost-
clipped values to the corresponding clipped value. Verification of these fixes is
left as a future work.
As we need to merge the reconstructed HDR image with other LDR images
captured with different exposures, we needed to modify the merging algorithm.
The modification consists of modifying 8-bit input assertions and special process-
ing of HDR inputs: we generate multiple LDR images with simulated exposures
covering the reconstructed dynamic range, which are merged without applying
the found inverse camera response function. The code of the modified algorithm
is in the MergeRobertsonUnlimited repository.
26Sum of (exposure time and camera response function)-compensated pixel values multiplied
weighted by the weighting function, divided by the sum of weights.
27Simplest possibility: when the product of the exposure time and the ISO value is passed




The merged image needs to be saved, therefore a format and location needs to
be determined.
The taken photos can be stored either in the system-wide photo library, or
manually in a folder owned by the application, such as application’s Documents
folder, which is accessible from the computer e.g. using iTunes. While the former
approach would provide us with on-device viewing of the captured image (at least
LDR), the latter approach was chosen as is does not limit the choice of image
formats and because we would like to also save all captured LDR images before
merging – saving many images in the photo library would “spam” the user with
unwanted pictures.
We chose the Radiance HDR (RGBE) image format [Wikipedia contributors,
2018b] for its compatibility and relatively compact data storage.
3.7 Application code
The application code is based on AVCam code sample [App, a], on top of which
we have implemented automatic base exposure parameters metering, generation
of additional exposure parameters and GUI for setting the parameter genera-
tion options, image alignment using the OpenCV library and merging using a
pre-calibrated inverse camera response curve for iPhone SE using the modified
MergeRobertsonUnlimited algorithm. The resulting code is available in the Cam-
eraApp repository.
3.8 Application usage




In this chapter we present results of the HDR reconstruction methods evaluation
and show the capabilities of the HDR camera application comparing it to the
built-in camera application and another HDR camera application.
4.1 Comparison of existing machine learning-
based dynamic range expansion methods
4.1.1 Compared approaches
Out of the five deep learning-based high dynamic range reconstruction approaches
referenced in the Related work chapter only four approaches have a public imple-
mentation. As the neural network by [Zhang and Lalonde, 2017] only supports
low resolution inputs and outputs, making the output images unsuitable for use
as an environment map, it was excluded from the evaluation. The remaining
methods, which provide pre-trained neural networks and support high resolution
images, are: HDRCNN [Eilertsen et al., 2017], DrTMO [Endo et al., 2017] and
ExpandNET [Marnerides et al., 2018]. As the pre-trained models are used, the
reconstruction quality depends on the training dataset size and image selection.
This issue was disregarded due to too high computational demands to train all
the networks and may be addressed in a future work.
4.1.2 Dataset
The evaluation dataset consists of HDR spherical panoramas from the following
sources: NoEmotion HDRs – Dayhdr [Noe] and HDRLabs sIBL Archive [Hdr].
This set of HDR images contains a combination of outdoor scenes with direct
sunlight and sky with and without clouds as well as indoor images.
4.1.3 Results and interpretation
The high dynamic range reconstruction evaluation framework was used to process
(import, degrade, reconstruct using each approach and compute error metrics for)
each image in the dataset described above to evaluate the reconstruction methods.
Average metrics results
The aim of these results is to get an aggregated performance of individual dynamic
range reconstruction methods and to spot any global issue with the networks.
The results are shown in Table 1 with the best achieved value for each metric
highlighted in bold text.
Initial observations
The Average RMSE (unsaturated) of LDR (baseline) is non-zero because of quan-
tization of the HDR image: the size of an 8-bit value step is 1/256 = 0.00390625,
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because rounding to the nearest value is used, the upper bound for per-pixel error
is half a step, which is 1/256/2 = 0.001953125. The actual Average RMSE (un-
saturated) is less, because not all pixel values are “exactly in the middle between
steps” – the values are probably uniformly distributed.
Another observation is that all reconstruction methods introduce an error to
well-exposed/unsaturated pixels. The pixel value distortion issue is best visible
for the DrTMO reconstruction method – the solution is outlined below.
HDRCNN is the only method, which globally improves the baseline (both
based on RMSE and SSIM). This is caused by the luminance (and color) distortion
shown in Figure 4.1. This distortion is so large it negates any metric value
improvements caused by the dynamic range reconstruction. Before we proceed
with further comparison, we need to “linearize” the output of reconstruction
methods.
Linearization
Our goal is to “straighten” the luminance mapping curve so that it is as close to
the “y = x” line as possible.
The linearization of HDRCNN results is relatively simple – as the luminance
mapping curve distortion in the interval <0,1> is constant for each image, this
points to a bug in code or incorrect usage of the dynamic range reconstruction
algorithm.
The reason for the nonlinearity was an assumption in the HDRCNN code –
the non-saturated parts of the input image were transformed by raising the pixel
values to the power of 0.5 after running the inference, (probably) assuming the
input LDR image to be saved with gamma value of 2. Therefore sRGB lineariza-
tion followed by simulation of gamma 2.0 straightened the mapping curve in the
unsaturated <0,1> range while keeping the reconstruction accuracy in clipped
highlights. No post-reconstruction linearization needs to be applied, unlike other
CNNs.
The linearization of the results of the remaining two CNNs (DrTMO and
ExpandNet) is not as easy since the luminance mapping curve shape varies on
per-image basis, requiring different “straightening” function parameters to be
applied to each image, minimizing the global error (RMSE). We assume that only
the luminance needs to be modified, therefore we try to achieve our linearization
goal by uniformly transforming each color channel.
As the linearization needs to be done during the reconstruction, we “are not
allowed to” use the ground truth image data. The choice of the function needs to
Average Avg. RMSE Avg. RMSE AverageMethod RMSE (saturated) (unsaturated) SSIM
LDR (baseline) 0.553395 2.273523 0.001476 0.986624
HDRCNN 0.496427 2.043810 0.023766 0.988511
DrTMO 0.618988 2.261333 0.162090 0.824917
ExpandNET 0.598677 2.411441 0.077155 0.930315
Table 4.1: Comparison of “raw” reconstruction methods. LDR (baseline) is the
degraded image without any reconstruction.
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Figure 4.1: Luminance mapping graphs for the image GravelPlaza REF, top-
left: LDR (baseline), top-right: HDRCNN, bottom-left: DrTMO, bottom-right:
ExpandNet.
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be based on the knowledge of ground truth data, the function is then fixed with
only its parameters being changed to the fitted values when running the recon-
struction. Therefore, for each CNN we are looking for a function, which would
straighten the luminance mapping curve, based on parameters found by fitting
this function on the <0,1> domain, where the (quantized) ground truth values
are known from the LDR image. The complete list of functions we attempted to
fit is available alongside the fitting source code in the color mapping repository
– in the fix mapping auto.py file.
In case of the DrTMO CNN, the luminance mapping graph contained visible
“stairs” or discontinuities for some images. Attempts to fit a function to the lumi-
nance curve failed as none of the test-fitted functions provided significantly lower
error than other functions. Later investigation showed that the artifacts were
caused by an inaccurate camera response function when merging the bracketed
exposures. The effect of the camera response function calibration on the merging
process is shown in Figure 4.2
When fitting the functions to the merged image produced with using the
calibrated camera response function, the best results were achieved with the linear
function (f(x) = a∗x+b), which corresponds to shifting the exposure and adding
an offset. As the fitted value of the offset (b) was always almost-zero1, only
multiplication (f(x) = a ∗ x) was used for fitting.
The best performing transformation function for ExpandNet is also the mul-
tiplication (exposure shift).
Although luminance mapping curves for DrTMO nor ExpandNet were linear,
the shape could not be reliably fitted using the test-fitted functions as the lin-
earization using more complex functions usually “broke” other parts of the curve.
Simple multiplication was generally the most reliable linearization operation.
The improved metrics values after linearization are shown in the Table 4.2
Average ranking results
The HDRCNN network performed the best even when considering its ranking
for both metrics, being the best reconstruction method for almost all images.
Although DrTMO and ExpandNet rank on average between second and third
place, beating the baseline, they yield significantly worse results than HDRCNN.
DrTMO and ExpandNet rank on average worse than LDR (baseline), based on
the SSIM ranking, meaning running no reconstruction at all yields better result.
1The values were approximately +-0.01 – probably caused by noise.
Average Avg. RMSE Avg. RMSE AverageMethod RMSE (saturated) (unsaturated) SSIM
LDR (baseline) 0.553395 2.273523 0.001476 0.986624
HDRCNN 0.502348 2.074193 0.003058 0.993377
DrTMO 0.548770 2.270904 0.019501 0.980021
ExpandNet 0.543759 2.260362 0.025225 0.981952
Table 4.2: Average results for each metric and reconstruction approach after
output linearization.
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This is due to the pixel value distortion, although improved by our imperfect
linearization of the <0,1> area, causing a loss of details.
Observations
All networks seem to have learned that when a pixel has value of 1 in the LDR
image, the reconstructed value needs to be at least 1.
The RMSE is sometimes high while the SSIM is near 1.0 for images, where the
absolute luminance was recovered incorrectly, even when the incorrectly recovered
area is small. The high value is caused by the high difference, which is preserved
by the RMSE summing the intermediate results, while the SSIM is less sensitive to
the error due to its windowed statistics computation approach and composition of
the final similarity score from multiple equally-weighted components: luminance,
contrast and structure.
Luminance mapping graphs of some reconstructed images contain a strange
discontinuity, as depicted in Figure 4.3. Examples of such images are depicted
in Figure 4.4. The corresponding color mapping graphs suggest the error occurs
mostly in the blue color channel. The NarrowPath 3k image (as well as other
affected images) contains the sky with blue channel values between 2 and 3. The
large sky area gets clipped to 1.0 value during the degradation process, making it
difficult for the CNNs to guess the original value. This causes the discontinuity
in the luminance/color mapping graphs. As there may still be limited amount of
information in the yet-unclipped color channels, all CNNs manage to estimate or
at least “get closer to” the correct value for some of the clipped pixels. This can
be seen on the luminance mapping graph as the vertical spread of points near the
discontinuity, suggesting the CNNs manage to reconstruct “almost” the correct
value.
We observed another strange artifact when examining ExpandNet luminance
mapping graphs: zeroing of some values, both outside and inside the <0,1>
range, as seen on Figure 4.5, indicating that some pixels have been turned black
in the process of the dynamic range reconstruction. It was discovered that the
first line of all reconstructed images is very dark, almost black2. The issue was
not discovered earlier when manually looking at ExpandNet outputs because of
the dark background of the image viewer.
This artifact appears to be caused by a bug in the ExpandNet code, possibly
by use of incorrect padding option of convolution, causing “bleeding” of non-
2The values are usually between 0.001 and 0.003.
Average AverageMethod RMSE SSIM




Table 4.3: Average ranking of each reconstruction approach for each metric, after
reconstruction output linearization.
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Figure 4.2: Luminance mapping graphs of the DrTMO output for the Ridge-
crest Road Ref image. From left to right: without camera response function
calibration, with CRF calibration and with CRF calibration and linearization.
Figure 4.3: Luminance and color mapping graphs showing a discontinuity artifact.
Figure 4.4: LDR preview of the images with incorrectly reconstructed high-
lights. From left to right: NarrowPath 3k, Brooklyn Bridge Planks 2k and 10-
Shiodome Stairs 3k.
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existent outside pixels into the image, or by a training data preparation issue,
but the cause has not found and fixed yet.
There are several “outlier” images in the dataset, such as Chelsea Stairs 3k
and Circus Backstage 3k, with very high pixel values in the sky or artificial light
sources with a luminance value over 200, while the Sun on other images has much
lower values. This is caused by the different base exposure: as the exposure value
shift is equivalent to pixel value multiplication, high pixel values can be “legally”
achieved by just choosing a low base exposure value and sufficient number of
up-exposures when capturing the scene. As the dataset images are not photo-
metrically calibrated, absolute pixel values are not indicative of the real-world
light intensity.
Another irregularity can be observed for the Milkyway small image, where
HDRCNN performs significantly worse according to RMSE ranking than other
CNNs. The image is synthetic: ”Derived from NASA map, spiced up with neb-
ulas.” [Hdr]. While other CNNs are more conservative with the luminance value
prediction, HDRCNN hallucinates high-value highlights (up to 50) at positions of
some stars, which, while being correct, does not correspond to the ground truth
image, causing the high measured error.
Outcomes
The best-performing dynamic range reconstruction approach is HDRCNN, lead-
ing in both RMSE and SSIM error metrics, outperforming all other reconstruction
methods for the vast majority on input images. The remaining two metrics, while
outperforming the baseline in the RMSE metric, reduce the SSIM metric results
below the baseline level.
As the reconstructed images in the HDR camera application are not primarily
meant to be seen by the user (they are meant to serve as an input of a merging
algorithm), we prefered RMSE over a perception-based SSIM for its “absolute
measurement”.
HDRCNN provides the lowest distortion in the unsaturated areas, which is
desirable for merging the image with other exposures, as well as the best recov-
ery of clipped highlights. DrTMO and ExpandNet outputs perform measurably
worse. DrTMO may be beneficial as it could expand the dynamic range not just
to highlights, but also simulate increased exposure times recovering details in
shadows, but based on the metric results and our intended use-case, we chose the
HDRCNN reconstruction method.
4.2 HDR Camera Application
To compare our HDR camera application with other existing applications, we
have captured a scene with high dynamic range – an interior with a window on
a sunny day – using three applications: the built-in default Camera application,
Lightroom CC and our HDR camera application. After capturing the scene, the
HDR image produced by our HDR camera application needed to be exposure-
shifted by -2 EV in order to match the brightness of other applications’ “+0
EV” brightness level. The comparison of the captured images can be seen in
Figure 4.6.
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The default iPhone Camera application does not capture a true HDR image as
the image is stored in an 8-bit format, which is visible from the lack of highlights
in the “-5 EV” image. Because the “HDR” mode was enabled, the captured
dynamic range was slightly improved before the tone-mapping algorithm was
executed, which managed to preserve some details in both highlights and shadows
– the window nor the interior is completely clipped. The shadows contain noise,
as can be seen on the wall below the window when the exposure is shifted by “+3
EV”.
In comparison, Lightroom CC produces a true HDR image. While Lightroom
CC is limited by taking only 3 exposures, it manages to sufficiently cover the
dynamic range of the scene, which is achieved thanks to the RAW image capture
and processing. There is, however, visible noise in the shadows, observable in the
“+3 EV” shifted exposure. This is caused by the lack of higher-exposure-value
captures.
The image produced with Our HDR camera application captures the whole
dynamic range of the scene (the lowest-exposure-value image contained no clipped
highlights and the highest-exposure-value contained no clipped shadows.) There
is, however, slight color inaccuracy when compared to the other two applications.
Our HDR application also “suffers” from different exposure scaling, reducing the
contrast. Both issues are probably caused by a minor inaccuracy in the camera
response curve calibration.
Our HDR camera application is slower when compared to the default camera
application. Capturing of a single image takes approximately 2 seconds due to
merging being executed even when there is only one exposure. Capturing 4
exposures and merging them takes approximately 10 seconds. When multiple
capture batches are required, i.e. when more than 4 different exposure values
are ordered in case of the iPhone SE, capturing the 4-picture batches is done in
approximately 2-second intervals. The merging process duration depends on the
number of captured photos taking approximately 1.6 seconds per image. The
interval between capture batches may be decreased by reducing the amount of
processing, which is done – currently when a picture is taken, it is immediately
compressed to PNG and stored for reference, while another uncompressed copy is
passed to the merging algorithm. This optimizarion is, however, left as a future
work.
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Figure 4.5: Luminance mapping showing ExpandNet artifact: many points with
non-zero ground truth luminance, but almost-zero reconstructed luminance –
points along the x axis. The non-linearized output version is shown to rule out
possible issue in the linearization code.
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The first row shows the image taken with the default Camera application using
“HDR” mode, the second row shows the image produced by Lightroom CC and
the third row is the image produced by our HDR camera application.
Each row contains three columns with shifted exposure values. From left to
right: “-5 EV”, “+0 EV” and “+3 EV”.
Figure 4.6: Comparison of HDR camera applications for iOS.
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Conclusion and future work
In this thesis we have presented an evaluation framework for measuring per-
formance of high dynamic range reconstruction methods, which take single LDR
image as an input. We have used the framework for comparing the reconstruction
quality of three machine-learning-based HDR reconstruction approaches, discov-
ering difficult reconstruction cases as well as systematic reconstruction errors,
which we eliminated by fixing bugs or linearizing the output of all three CNN
implementations.
Although we were able to “port” a CNN-based HDR reconstruction method
to iOS and run the image processing inference using a large convolutional neural
network, we have come to the conclusion that it is currently impractical to do so
on a mobile device, because of the performance limits.
We have also implemented an HDR camera application, which is able to cap-
ture the highest possible dynamic range, that can be achieved by the hardware.
As the topic of dynamic range reconstruction is so wide, we had to keep a few
questions open or leave some tasks, which were out of scope of this thesis, for the
future.
As a future work, training all the HDR reconstruction CNNs on the same
dataset should be done for a fair comparison of the reconstruction approaches,
adapting the reconstruction approaches for further dynamic range reconstruction
of already HDR input, GPU-acceleration options for the HDRCNN execution
optimization on iOS may be explored, the impact of the tile size on HDR re-
construction speed may be measured and ideas for fixing HDR-merging artifacts
caused by the lack of well-exposed pixels may be verified, performance and image
quality optimizations of the HDR camera application, such as using RAW image
processing, may be implemented as well as features, which would simplify the
workflow for capturing HDR spherical panoramas directly from the application.
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A. Attachments
A.1 Electronic attachment contents
• README.txt – document and links to the Git repositories with current
version of the programs
• thesis.pdf – this document
• dp root – root directory/repository containing the the source code of all
necessary programs
– pipeline – HDR reconstruction evaluation pipeline code
– color mapping – set of shell and Python scripts for comparing images
and generating luminance/color mapping graphs
– hdr viewer – HTML/JavaScript HDR image viewer, modified pfstouth-
drhtml output allowing switching of the displayed images
– HDR photo/merge – set of scripts for merging bracketed LDR images
with a few example images
– MergeRobertsonUnlimited – modified HDR merging algorithm also
allowing HDR image processing
– CameraApp – source code of the iOS HDR camera application
– ExpandNet/hdr-expandnet – source code of the ExpandNet CNN
– DrTMO/DrTMO – source code of the DrTMO CNN
– HDRCNN/cnn/hdrcnn – ource code of the HDRCNN CNN
– pbrt-v3 – source code of the pbrt raytracer
– dependencies/pfstools – Dockerfile for creating a container with pfs-
tools
A.2 HDR reconstruction evaluation framework
usage
After installing the dependencies by following installation instructions in the
pipeline repository, open a shell interpreter and change the working directory
to a directory (preferably an empty folder), where the pipeline output should be
generated.
Run the script all batch.sh passing an input directory path as an argument.
Each image with .hdr or .exr extension stored in the directory or any of its
subdirectories will be processed – supported input formats are OpenEXR and
Luminance HDR (RGBE). If processing only one image is desired, run the all.sh
script passing only one input image path as an argument.
The evaluation speed on a laptop with Intel Core i7-4770HQ CPU and 16GB
RAM is approximately 5 minutes per one input image.
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If an error occurs during the pipeline execution, the process is stopped showing
the most recently executed commands before the error in case of all.sh or in case
of using all batch.sh the error output can be found in a log file with file name
corresponding to the just-processed image.
During the evaluation process the file evaluate.csv is generated, containing
error metrics values for each reconstruction method. This table can be used for
computer processing of the results such as computation of aggregated statistics.
When the evaluation finishes (and whenever processing of an image is fin-
ished), a user-interactive webpage with a sortable table with evaluation results is
generated with the filename index.html.
A.3 HDR Camera application usage
The camera application starts in automatic exposure mode with default relative
dynamic range settings, allowing immediate image capture.
The photo(s) can be taken by pressing the Photo button at the bottom of the
screen.
The Settings button at the bottom of the screen opens or closes the exposure
and dynamic range settings overlay.
When Automatic mode is used, base exposure parameters are automatically
determined based on the lighting conditions; in Manual mode the exposure pa-
rameters may be changed manually or determined automatically after pressing
the Measure button in the settings.
Note that when too many exposures are requested, the device may run out
of memory, causing the application to crash. On iPhone SE, the upper limit
is approximately 6 or 7 exposures. The limit may differ based on the software
running in the background.
When a capture is initiated, all captured exposures are stored in the appli-
cation’s Documents folder along with the HDR image merged from these expo-
sures. The files are named IMG [serial number] [exposure time] [ISO].png and
IMG [serial number] merged.hdr.
The Documents folder with all taken photos can be accessed from computer
using iTunes.
For future reference:
dc53a4260d52f0ece5fcd88ff68d4fe96d24de3c67758acb63ebd90602ecce8e,
639086fb876ddb5ba1269a47afca89025cd70e97469093b88f28c7f
08ab0692c5cdbfc9c26148df9736bde90ee77ae109d8ae44200377
2db149e779370374c0e
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